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In a Bony Embrace: Sean Guastavino, Kane Parker, Anna Lindstedt and Daisy Coyle. 
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The theatre course at Curtin University, in various forms and under various titles, has 
been producing good work and many very good theatre-makers for decades. 

Its light may have been obscured by the enormous bushel that WAAPA has become, 
but that hasn’t stopped the fourth of its Stage One productions, Gita Bezard’s In a 
Bony Embrace, lighting up the Blue Room in a short season this week. 

Bezard, who is one-seventh of indie darlings The Last Great Hunt, and the notable 
director Adam Mitchell, have steered this natty ensemble piece and the student actors 
in its cast to a funny and surprisingly touching destination. 



The story of the lives and loves of ten co-workers in an archetypical modern 
workplace bounces merrily between couples and the uncoupled, with the actors 
periodically breaking from their characters to score their progress or otherwise. 

Mitchell sets the pace with great control, and his actors keep his beat precisely. Much 
of it is to Britney Spear’s Baby One More Time, which, in many versions, is the 
shows entire soundtrack, all of it in a candy-coloured set by Sally Phipps, that keeps 
the show lively and not quite real. 

The story is anchored by the messy break up of Sam (Alexander Gerrans) and April 
(Chelsea Gibson), her disastrous on-line hook up with the hideous Jaxon (Sean 
Guastavino) and gravitation to the sweet, tentative Matt (Kane Parker). On the way 
we visit the prickly relationship of Lila (Beth Tremlett and Gavin (Nathan 
Whitebrook), who’s horny happiness is punctured by a cactus. Best of all is the 
hilarious and utterly gorgeous office romance of Danny (Tristan McInnes) and Harry 
(Daisy Cole), all innocence and determination. Cole steals the show, partly because of 
her spunk and energy, but also, I suspect, because Bezard knows what makes her 
fellow Hunters Adriane Daff and Arielle Gray spark up, and Cole is a kindred spirit of 
those two stars. 

In a Bony Embrace is a work in progress, as are these young actors, and there is, 
naturally, something of an exercise for students about both its writing and staging. 

But that doesn’t detract from what is a genuinely rewarding and entertaining piece of 
theatre in its own right. 

In a Bony Embrace ends on Saturday. 
	


